
15 JUNE – 13 JULY

 GEOPRINTS                                                                

In June 2012 a workshop was held with a group 

of artists who had a collective interest and 

approach in making prints about the geophysical 

landscape of the West Coast. They included: 

Bridget Hillebrand (Victoria), Sandra Starkey 

Simon (South Australia), Robynn Smith (USA) and 

Tasmanian artists Michael Schlitz, Anne Walley, 

Nadia Murphy and Raymond Arnold. 

This exhibition is the result of their endeavours. 

20 OCTOBER / 20 DECEMBER

 LARQ 2013 ARTIST IN RESIDENCE –                                   
 HEIKO BLANKENSTEIN  

Heiko represents a later day Caspar David Freidrich, 

the German early 19th century Romantic painter. 

Heiko’s images are also romantic, kaleidoscopic 

visions of figures suspended within various 

geometries, both natural and constructed and 

framing difficult narratives about the natural 

world. It’s a metaphysical gestalt as well as a type 

of chemistry! The figure seems both strident and 

cowed in the face of looming forces. The cosmos, 

the world of mountains and forests loom like 

great tsunami’s rolling in from the horizon. 

What to do? The artist / subject / Heiko turns to 

face them!

My mother, Marjorie, died in March 2012. At a small service for her in the LARQ Gallery the 

Minister, the Rev. Gaye Loftus, read from Ecclesiastes. I was ‘touched’ by the phase: ‘A time to cast away stones, and a 

time to gather stones together.’ Q This contrary action of ‘casting off’ stones before gathering stones intrigued 

me and has become a type of clarion call for the 2013 LARQ season. I understood upon hearing these words that my 

endeavour as an artist, indeed, as human being was somehow encapsulated in this ancient and literary equation, in 

an ongoing balancing act between dispersal and aggregation. I also understood that the phrase captures something 

of ‘the struggle’ involved in creatively shaping ones life, adapting to life’s challenges and remaking oneself. LARQ’s 

operations on the West Coast of Tasmania are a distillation of these machinations and pressures. Q The ‘casting’ 

and ‘gathering’ stones phrase also has other resonances. It’s a convenient expression for the ‘rocky’, geological 

imprint that LARQ has sought to establish through its program and philosophy, especially through projects such as 

2010’s Psycho Geographers and Geoparks exhibition and the subsequent Geoprint workshops. ‘The rocks hold the 

key to our own self-knowledge’* has become a type of mantra for LARQ. Q LARQ is embarking on its eighth year of 

operation and there will be two more seasons to follow before closure, in its present form, at the end of the 2015 

season. Q This year’s program involves approximately 40 artists across five exhibitions, a series of residencies 

and several workshops. Local and national artists make up the bulk of the program with exhibitions of photography, 

drawing, printmaking and painting. International artists, however, ‘bookend’ the program with visitors from New 

York, Ireland and New Zealand contributing to Temporary Residency IV in March and German artist Heiko Blankenstein 

finishing off the year with a two month long residency. Residencies are core business for LARQ. Artists are agents in 

the quest for greater social cohesion, cleaner rivers and progressive decision-making. Q RAYMOND ARNOLD

6-7 JULY / 8-12 JULY

 LARQ PRINT WORKSHOP / 1                                       

LARQ plans to hold two workshops in 2013. 

The first will be a weekend introductory print 

workshop (6-7 July) titled Looking for Marion. 

It will cater for a range of relief printmaking skills 

within a weekend of food and print fellowship. 

Heather Shimmen will be one of the LARQ guest 

artists guiding us through concept, technique 

and the material of relief printing. 

Leonie Oakes, with her unique blend of print 

technique and sculptural dressmaking will be 

workshop resident artist. Another special guest 

will be Tasmanian writer Brett Martin. Brett is 

currently working on a biography of Marion Sticht.

The cost will be $180 and bookings are essentialbookings are essential. 

To reserve your place contact Raymond:

rearnold@iinet.net.au 

 LARQ PRINT WORKSHOP / 2                                   

The second workshop (8-12 July) will essentially 

be a short term residency for a small group of 

invited artists. The workshop will assume some 

competency in the print medium and involve 

self-directed research within the spirit of Looking 

for Marion. 

Heather ShimmenHeather Shimmen was born in Melbourne in 1957. 

She received a Bachelor of Fine Arts from RMIT 

University in 1978. Her recent solo exhibitions 

include The Swamp Maiden’s Tale (Australian 

Galleries), Betwixt (Gallery 101) and Things That 

Float In The Air (Joshua McClelland Print Room). 

Her work is held in numerous public collections 

throughout Australia, including the National 

Gallery of Australia, Art Gallery of South Australia, 

Australian War Memorial and Artbank. She currently 

resides in Melbourne.

Leonie OakesLeonie Oakes says of her work: ‘In my previous body 

of work I considered the notion that traumatic 

experience becomes a bodily memory that can 

physically emerge like a hidden text unfolding. 

The work was full of blood, still and silent. 

My current body of work has inherited that 

subtext however I am now responding to the 

environment the body touches and experiences. 

The work is beginning to breath and move – 

where the water laps the shore, silence, as the 

day turns to night, lungs and waves breath, 

magic happens and shadows form.

11 MAY – 8 JUNE

 CHRIS T WILSON – GEOLANDSCAPER                      

Chris T Wilson is a Tasmanian artist who has spent 

the majority of her adult life living and working 

on the West Coast. Although currently living in 

Wynyard on the North West Coast, Chris plans to 

return to being a full-time West Coaster in 2014, 

Moving through the region in her custom built 

gypsy style caravan, Chris’ art has been inspired 

by the unique Western landscape, and for many 

years, pastels have been the medium of choice. 

Her traditional pastel landscapes and seascapes 

have been well received by the buying public as 

well as in local exhibitions and competitions in 

the past. 

Recent work has seen a move towards a more 

fluid and delicate representation of the ‘bones’ of 

the Western landscape, focusing on the geological 

features visible in road cuttings, quarries and of 

course in the many mines within the Mt Read 

volcanic belt. 

Over a number of years Chris’s pastel work has 

developed a unique marbling technique. Now we 

see landscapes devoid of vegetation and display-

ing the many structures, textures and patterns in 

the rock formations, bearing witness to the forces 

and processes that they have been subjected to. 

Chris’ geological background and time spent 

working in the mining industry have enabled this 

mingling of art and science.

11 / 28 MARCH

 TEMPORARY RESIDENCY IV                                       

Temporary Residency lV is an event involving a 

group of international artists developing 

installations for exhibition at LARQ venues in 

Queenstown. Temporary Residencies I, II and III have 

been held since 2010 in New York and Hawaii. 

A crucial Manhattan art world figure is central to 

the spirit and the reality of Temporary Residency. 

Prawat Laucharoen is an ethnic Thai artist who has 

lived most of his life in New York and the Temporary 

Residency concept is his latest obsession. He figures 

in experimental print stories through the 1960s 

and 1970s and more recently has been an 

important contributor to the Queensland Art 

Gallery Asia Pacific Triennials. 

Artists writers and curators involved in 

Queenstown’s Temporary Residency lV include 

Martin King (Australia), Steve Lovett (New Zealand), 

Troy Ruffels (Australia), Catherine Hehir (Ireland), 

Antonia Aitken (Australia) and Anne Kirker 

(Australia).

6 APRIL – 4 MAY

 CAROL MANEY – A WILD PLACE                                                    

LARQ GALLERY LARQ GALLERY – Carol Maney will be showing an 

exhibition of photographs, with accompanying 

published material which she has titled A Wild Place. 

This isn’t just another exhibition of wilderness 

photography. Carol has been thoroughly ‘inducted’ 

into the West Coast through experiential and 

psychological means – through real pressure! 

Her photographic work reflects this dichotomy of 

body and mind within landscape and another 

type of psycho-geography. Robert MacFarlane’s 

wonderful book ‘Mountains of the Mind’ might 

have provided an alternative, albeit more passive, 

title for her project. This exhibition is core business 

for LARQ, which supports and represents artists 

dealing with isolation, indifference and hostility 

on this beautiful frontier.

 LISA GARLAND – MY ART IS DOCUMENTARY                                         

LARQ BANK ANNEXLARQ BANK ANNEX – Lisa Garland is a portrait 

photographer; ‘The skill in the images I create, 

I believe, is finding my subjects’. A characteristic of 

her images of North and West Coast people is the 

way the accoutrements of her subject’s lives figure 

prominently within the picture frame. Sometimes 

it is to the point where their material environment 

is threatening to both literally and visually over-

whelm them. This slightly claustrophobic but 

intensely rich gestalt suits Lisa as she fashions a 

response, on her terms, to the individuals making 

up the Queenstown arts community. Lisa will make 

her work through periodic visits to Queenstown 

during the two months prior to her show.

LANDSCAPE ART RESEARCH QUEENSTOWN 
LARQ is a non-profit art organisation developing 
projects, exhibitions, residencies and workshops 
on the West Coast of Tasmania, Australia. 
8 Hunter Street Queenstown Tasmania 7467 
M: 0407 527 330 
E: rearnold@iinet.net.au

LARQ acknowledges the generous support of 
this project by Arts Tasmania and the 
Commonwealth Government’s Regional Art Fund.
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* Introduction to ‘Art at the Rockface: 
The Fascination of Stone’ – Edited by Andrew 
Moore &, Nigel Larkin, Philip Wilson publishers 
2006

LISA GARLAND – Edward, 2011  silver gelatin print

CAROL MANEY – Lake Burbury
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PRAWAT LAUCHAROEN – 

Sensational, 2010  

multi-media installation, 

280 x 270 x 150cm 

HELEN SHIMMEN – Lost ll, 2008  relief print

CHRIS T WILSON – Geolandscape, 2011  pastel marbling

HEIKO BLANKENSTEIN – Disappearer, 2011  colour pencil, ink, acrylic on paper, 150 x 201cm

ANTHONY – GEOPRINT WORKSHOP, 2012  image: Helena Demczuk 
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